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Nonclassical kinetics of an elementaryA¿B\C reaction-diffusion system showing effects
of a speckled initial reactant distribution and eventual self-segregation: Experiments

Eric Monson and Raoul Kopelman
Departments of Chemistry, Physics and Applied Physics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109, USA

~Received 21 May 2003; published 19 February 2004!

We demonstrate here the implementation of an experimental system suitable for the study of the diffusion
limited A1B→0, nonclassical reaction behavior. Using a combination of a fluorescent calcium indicator and
a calcium ion which is initially ‘‘caged,’’ a pulse of near-UV light initiates the reaction which is followed as
product formation vs time. Sensitive dependence on the initial reactant distribution is observed through pat-
terns in the uncaging UV light profile. In one case, the reaction progress passes through two nonclassical time
regimes, one due to roughness originating from laser speckles, followed by one consistent with the three-
dimensional Zeldovich rate of (1/rA21/rA0);t3/4, with features matching Monte Carlo simulations on this
initial distribution. This behavior is contrasted with reactions initiated by a homogenous source which induces
random initial reactant distributions, though both systems seem to approach the asymptotic limit of self-
segregation of reactants.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.021103 PACS number~s!: 05.40.2a, 82.20.2w
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the simplest case of an elementary, irreversib
diffusion-limited reaction,A1B→C, the generally accepte
scaling law is

~1/r21/r0!;ta, r5rA5rB , ~1!

where (1/r21/r0) will be referred to as thereaction
progress, and r0 is the reactant density for both reactan
(rA5rB) at t50. Classical textbooks, from chemistry
solid-state physics@1#, give a51. Nonclassical kinetics@2#
gives the asymptotic (t→`) relations

a5d/4, d<4 ~2!

a51, d>4, ~3!

for initially random distributions~the most widely studied
case!, irrespective of initialr @3,4#. We note that the nonclas
sical effects we deal with result from the preservation o
‘‘memory’’ of the initial spatial reactant distribution, which
isn’t limited to any certain concentration range.~Classical
behavior requires thorough continuous stirring, i.e., rer
domization.!

While much theoretical work has been done on the
tially random and geminate@5# reaction systems, only re
cently has consideration been given to other initially cor
lated systems. The theoretical work by Lindenberg and
workers @6,7# showed the dramatic effects of varyingt50
spatial correlations in theA1B→0 system, resulting in a
hierarchy ofreaction progresstime regimes, each with a dif
ferent scaling law. For example, in the case of a fractal ini
distribution @7#, where the particles are landed on a on
dimensional lattice in a fractal pattern, a very slow react
rate is observed due to the overabundance of long wa
length components in the spatial fluctuations of the reac
distribution ~compared to the flat distribution of a rando
system!.
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Before this work, there has been no experimental ver
cation of these nonclassical results. Furthermore, we bel
that all experimental verifications of the classical resulta
51) involved stirred~i.e., constantly rerandomized! systems
@8#. However, most real-life applications, from catalysis
geochemistry to biochemistry, do not allow stirring. For i
stance, much of the solid state and surface science litera
still uses the classical formalism, e.g., exciton annihilation
assumed to be proportional to the square of the exciton d
sity, or the rate of electron-hole recombination is assume
be linear in both electron and hole densities@1#. We thus felt
the need for some controlled experiments~where there is no
convection or stirring! aimed at observing nonclassical b
havior in an elementaryA1B reaction.

Besides our earlier reports@9,10#, there have been no pre
vious experimental studies on nongeminate initially cor
lated systems. In the work described here, a hierarchy
kinetic behaviors has indeed been observed for a sim
elementary, binary reaction, and two sets of initial conditio
are tested with contrasting kinetics.

Although analytic and simulation work on these syste
has been extensive, many practical barriers have contrib
to the lack of experimental study. As in many areas of
search, the challenge is not in finding a system in which
behaviors occur, but in finding a system which is sufficien
‘‘clean’’ ~i.e., one in which the behaviors under study are n
masked by other complicating processes!. The mainA1B
→C case which has been experimentally studied is tha
initially separated reactants@11–13#, and this has been quit
fruitful in terms of the theoretical-experimental feedba
loop. Other cases of initially more mixed reactants run in
various difficulties. If the reaction is really diffusion limited
it will proceed very quickly at reasonable~i.e., detectable!
reactant concentrations, so it becomes difficult to mix
components to a known distribution, stop the mixing, a
then begin monitoring the progress before everything is
ready over. This situation also makes it difficult to attach
well defined ‘‘time zero’’ for the reaction since the mixin
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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itself takes time. A natural alternative would be to find
reaction in which some controlled, fast perturbation can d
sociate a product into its component reactants. In this wa
would be possible to have a well defined initiation time af
which the reaction progress could be monitored. This eff
has been observed and studied extensively@14#, but it is a
very specific initial condition called ‘‘geminate recombin
tion,’’ in which the dissociation process induces a correlat
between reactant pairs which strongly affects the outco
The initial separation in the geminate case is usually
small, in fact, that this type of reaction is used to study
reaction half of the reaction-diffusion process, as diffus
becomes a negligible effect.

To circumvent these difficulties, we have used a sche
in which only one reactant is released by the perturbat
thus allowing a well defined start time without creating p
correlations. Specifically, as seen in Fig. 1, ourA particles
are calcium sensitive fluorophores, while theB particles are
calcium ions which are initially bound to a cage molecu
On illumination by a pulse of near-UV light, the cage
photolyzed and the calcium becomes free to diffuse with
dye in solution until complexation occurs. Upon binding o
calcium ion, the dye’s efficiency of fluorescence increa
dramatically, allowing monitoring of the reaction progre
through high signal-to-noise visible wavelength fluoresce
detection of product formation. With this system, then, theA
particles have a random initial distribution, while theB par-
ticle distribution is defined and controlled by the UV pul
sample illumination.

Figure 2 explains in more detail the chemical processe

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Schematic cartoon of the experiment
chemical scheme used for monitoring the kinetics and initial con
tion memory for theA1B→C system.
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each stage of the sample preparation and experimental r
tion. An understanding of these steps is helpful both in int
pretation of later results, as well as in appreciation of exp
mental requirements for the work. Schematic stages~a!–~f!
of the levels of dye, cage, and calcium are shown on the
with a corresponding fluorescence intensity~mock-up! graph
shown on the right.~a! Shows the three chemical levels on
the stock dye and cage molecules are combined in bu
plus contaminating levels of calcium. In~b!, extra calcium is
added for the experiment. The stronger cage molecule b
most of the calcium ions, but its finite binding allows som
calcium to bind to the dye initially. Then, in~c!, the near-UV
pulse photolyzes some percentage of the cage, both bo
and unbound versions, allowing some of the calcium to
freed to diffuse and bind to the fluorescent dye in~d!. ~Note
that in the~c! region of the graph the data ‘‘spikes’’ durin
the UV pulse.! This dye binding reaction leads to a max
mum value for the dye fluorescence in~e!, followed by a
reequilibration of the system in~f!, where calcium ions shift
over to any unphotolyzed cage molecules~given their higher
binding strength over the dye!, causing the fluorescence lev
els to decrease a bit.

The first initial condition case described here is created
illuminating the sample chamber with ‘‘speckled’’ laser lig
delivered by an optical fiber. The second case is created
flash lamp~noncoherent source! which delivers homogenou
illumination over the sample.

Laser speckle is formed whenever highly coherent lig
interacts with a rough surface@15#. If this roughness is fairly
random and microscopic, but on a scale long compared to
wavelength of the light, then the transmitted or reflected lig
is randomly shifted in phase on a very small spatial sca
This propagating light then interferes with itself, forming th
well studied phenomena of laser speckle. While first seen
just an interesting annoyance to experimentalists, la
speckle is now being used in many fields. For example, o
the past three decades, the techniques of speckle metro
have been developed to the point that the statistics of la
speckle are an important tool in the measurement of ob
shape, deformation, and material strain@16#. In our applica-
tion, this patterned and statistically well defined light is us
to set the spatial distribution of one reactant type, which
shown to strongly affect the resultant reaction progre
Three different stages are seen to occur in the react

i-
FIG. 2. ~Color online! Chemical elements and levels during anA1B→C kinetics experiment. Stages~a!–~f! depicted schematically on
the left are graphed on the right in preparation for later data presentation.
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which can be traced to the interesting spatial structure in
ent in the speckled illumination.

In the following sections we will present the results of t
two different reaction initial conditions, contrasting the
with each other and with the classical case, showing a s
ing dependence of the reaction progress on the initial re
tant distribution. Many of the ingredients for these expe
ment are familiar, but eventual success depended so stro
on detailed considerations for the equipment setup
chemical system that perhaps more space will be devote
the Methodssection than is standard, but it is believed to
necessary.

II. METHODS

The modelA1B→0 ~or C) experimental system consis
of a calcium sensitive fluorophore combining with a calciu
ion to produce a more highly fluorescent form of the d
molecule. Samples are produced by combining, in buffe
aqueous solution, the dye, calcium ions, and a calcium c
molecule, which upon photolysis with near-UV light, r
leases its bound ion into solution making it available
binding with the dye~see Figs. 1 and 2!. Neither the dye nor
the cage is complexed with calcium ions as supplied by
manufacturers. The rise in fluorescence from the dye, m
tored in the visible range, vs time, is then an indication
product formation, and thus, reaction progress.

A. Experimental equipment

Figure 3 shows a schematic overview of the experime
equipment setup. A pulse of UV light is generated by f
quency tripling a;10 ns pulse of 1064 nm light from
Nd:YAG laser to 354 nm. This beam then passes throug
Schott UG-1 filter to further isolate the UV component, fo
lowed by optional neutral density filters for more fine pow
control. Optical fiber transmission of this UV pulse is us
not only for flexible and compact delivery of the light to th
sample, but also to clean up the beam profile and to gene

FIG. 3. Experimental equipment setup. UV pulses~1064 nm
light tripled to 354 nm! are delivered to the sample capillary ato
the microscope stage using a fused silica multimode optical fi
Fluorescence excited by the mercury lamp~PMT detection! is re-
corded using a digital oscilloscope and downloaded to a PC
analysis.
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the speckle pattern for the ‘‘B landing.’’ The fiber coupling is
accomplished with a 2 in. focal length G1 quartz lens~Esco
Products!, set to focus the light a millimeter or two befor
the end of the fiber. Adjustments are made so that the s
size matches the fiber face diameter, thus assuring a bal
between maximal light coupling and minimal fiber dama
from the UV light pulse. Fused silica fiber~Polymicro Tech-
nologies! with a 500mm core diameter then runs to th
sample stage atop an Olympus IX70 inverted optical fluor
cence microscope@18#. A mechanicalXYZ translator bolted
to the stage is used to position the fiber at the sample ch
ber, while microscope stageXY translation can be used fo
sample alignment with the detector. Fluorescence monito
is carried out using a 100 W mercury arc lamp and filte
~Olympus narrow blue cube! in an epi-illumination geom-
etry. The fluorescence signal is delivered to a photomultip
tube~PMT! at the side port of the microscope, with variab
high voltage~HV! supplied by a Bertan model 205A-03R
After current to voltage conversion~transimpedance ampli
fier!, the signal is digitized and stored by a Tektronix TD
420 oscilloscope—data acquisition being triggered either
a Q-switch output pulse from the laser, or by the volta
trigger signal for the flash lamp. Either Tektronix TEKDIG
software, or custom coded software is then used for GP
acquisition to a PC~DFI Pentium 166! for processing and
analysis.

For nonspeckled irradiation of the sample chambers
uncaging, a Hamamatsu model L7684 60 W xenon fla
lamp was used with optional external 4mF capacitor and
model C6096 1000 V power supply. This unit is capable
generating 2 J/flash over the whole xenon spectrum, but
quires a very efficient condenser to deliver enough near-
light to uncage proper amounts of calcium in the sam
chamber for the kinetics experiments. The effectivef number
of this condenser and the amount of aberration induced
the available, short focal-length quartz lenses are the m
limiting factors in the flash-lamp initiated reactant produ
tion. Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the flash-la
condenser built for this application.

Samples are held in various sizes of quartz and fu
silica capillaries. This confinement not only avoids fluid co
vection, but also keeps the sample solution from mov
when hit with the UV pulse. The sample materials are cho
to minimize fluorescence and phosphorescence under the
illumination. Fused silica capillaries of 10–100mm I.D.

r.

r

FIG. 4. ~Color online! Flash-lamp condenser optics for efficie
delivery of nonspeckled, near-UV light to the capillary samp
chambers.
3-3
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were obtained from Polymicro Technologies, with a polyim
ide protective coating. This coating was removed in fum
sulfuric acid, and the tubes were mounted with heat glue
the ends of syringe needles to facilitate sample loading
capillary rinsing. A separate microscope~from the one used
for data acquisition! with 433 objective, stainless steel cap
illary guides, and a syringe holder, was used to observe
verify sample loading.

We found that even with quartz and fused silica sam
holders a significant pulse remained at the beginning of e
data set, probably due to phosphorescence and fluoresc
from the fiber, as well as UV light which is not filtered com
pletely before the detector. Delivery of the UV pulse at 9
to the detection optics helped minimize this ‘‘data spik
artifact signal, but when small diameter capillaries were u
for the sample chamber, a considerable amount of light
reflected off the lower portion of the capillary, down into th
microscope optics and detector. So, for small diameter ch
bers, we implemented a sample holder which uses tota
ternal reflection~TIR! and closer index matching to steer th
unwanted light away from detection. Figure 5 shows
side-on schematic of this sample geometry. One millime
quartz spacers~not shown, but parallel to page plane! were
placed a few millimeters apart and sandwiched between
quartz coverslips~Esco Products—the top coverslip havin
been cut down in size!, creating a small rectangular tube o
top of the larger coverslip, open on both ends. Along one
was placed the 50mm I.D. capillary sample chamber~stick-
ing out of the page plane in the diagram! with the UV deliv-
ery fiber brought in at a shallow angle from the other side
the capillary. As long as this angle, plus the half angle of
exit light from the fiber~taking into account that the fiber en
is submerged inn51.33 water! is less than the cutoff angl
for TIR at the quartz/air interface, most of the impingin
light will be not only directed past the objective lens, b
also past the rest of the face of the objective~to avoid burn-
ing the surface with the UV pulses!. The rest of the advan
tage was achieved because of the closer index match of w
to the capillary fused silica~over air!, resulted in less reflec

FIG. 5. ~Color online! Small capillary sample chamber~side on,
upper right! with optical fiber UV pulse delivery. Total interna
reflection~TIR! and close index matching reduce stray light into t
microscope objective and later detection system. Lower left
larger area is always flashed with the near-UV pulse than is use
monitoring the fluorescence of reaction product production.
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tions down into the detection system@19#.
For flash-lamp initiated uncaging, direct illumination o

the sample chambers was utilized because more light c
be delivered with this method~due to insufficient coupling of
Xe lamp light into the optical fiber!. The move from fiber
delivery to direct, focused light forced us to abandon the T
sample holder in the flash lamp runs due to more extre
angles of incidence with the focused light, as well as iss
with the beam traveling through the air-water interface. Al
75 mm I.D. capillaries were used for the sample chambers
the homogeneous illumination~flash-lamp! experiments,
where the spot of near-UV light delivered to the sample w
larger than in the laser case.

With the precautions detailed above, the initial spike
the detected kinetics data was still problematic when us
the flash-lamp initiation~due to the longer pulse—10ms vs
10 ns!. This limited the useable flash-lamp data to readin
starting after about 10ms.

The UV illumination pattern at the end of the delive
fiber was imaged in two different ways. First, as a rou
check of pattern consistency between pulses, a piece
smooth, white thermal paper was placed a few millimet
from the end of the fiber. Each laser pulse produced a b
spot on the paper, within which patterns could not be dis
guished with the naked eye, but under magnification e
spot could be compared to check the consistency of the
mination pattern from pulse to pulse. At least 95% of t
spots produced were consistent between each firing pa
recorded. Imaging with a more linear response device w
performed with a Princeton Instruments charge-coupled
vice ~CCD! camera, by placing an American Optical 433,
N.A. 0.66 microscope objective between the fiber end a
the camera. Single pulses could then be recorded and st
on disk for analysis.

B. Data acquisition

The procedure for data collection included a prelimina
check of rough uncaging behavior, including a coarse adj
ment of UV pulse energy, followed by the acquisition
more detailed kinetic data. Pulse energies varied betw
20 mJ/pulse and 1000mJ/pulse, with the most used range
the lower end, centering on about 100mJ/pulse. Flash-lamp
pulse energies were about half the laser values, and the
cused spot was about twice as large, causing the energy
sity for uncaging to be about one-fourth the laser-pulse l
els. In all experiments, the capillary region exposed to
UV pulse was about twice as long as the segment monito
for the kinetics~fluorescence—see Fig. 5, lower left!, so that
any components diffusing in and out of the monitored reg
had been exposed to the UV uncaging pulse. With the in
nal oscillator of the Nd:YAG laser set at 5 Hz, an initi
check of the uncaging behavior was made.~The number of
pulses required to saturate the dye fluorescence is an ind
tion of the percentage of cage photolyzed with each puls
see Fig. 6 for an example of this behavior.! This procedure
also allowed the PMT high-voltage supply to be set so
initial and final signals fell within the vertical oscilloscop
range~0–800 mV used consistently!. Although this prelimi-

or
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NONCLASSICAL KINETICS OF AN ELEMENTARY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021103 ~2004!
nary data was not always used for later analysis, it was sa
to allow comparisons between different sample preparatio
It also revealed the various effects of photobleaching wh
are mentioned in more detail below. Once rough setti
were fixed, and qualitative behavior of the chemicals w
verified, the time scale was changed to 200ms/division and
the laser switched to single-shot, remote control mo
where a single laser pulse initiated the reaction and trigge
data acquisition. Between each data set, the capillary
moved a few millimeters through its guides to a previou
unilluminated segment of the sample chamber.

The kinetic situation most studied in theory and simu
tions is that of equal initialA andB populations. Therefore
in principle, it would be preferable to identify and reach t
fine balance of UV intensity required for exact calcium u
caging matching the solution dye concentration for each
periment. A more practical approach was necessary in p
tice. The initial coarse adjustment was made to the near
pulse energy as described above, then a range spannin
approximately equal population uncaging point was u
during each experiment. For the laser initiated reactions,
tensities were adjusted with neutral density~ND! filters,
spanning about ND one, in increments of 0.1–0.3. For
flash-lamp experiments, pulse energy was adjusted using
variable high-voltage supply in 250 V increments to the 10
V maximum.

C. Chemical environment

The ideal chemical components for studying an exp
mentalA1B→C system would be one in which both cag
and sensor molecules have infinite binding strength, and
sensor would have very bright fluorescence when unbo
and none when bound to the ion.~Plus, the ion and fluoro-

FIG. 6. ~Color online! Typical multipulse uncaging behavior o
DM-Nitrophen™ as monitored with Calcium Green-1TM ~CG1!.
Curves are offset in time for ease in viewing. As UV intensity
increased~less neutral density—curves to the left!, fewer pulses are
required to saturate the dye response, but photobleaching with
pulse is also increased. The two lowest power traces also sho
signal decrease between pulses, characteristic of the fact that
petitive binding of calcium ions between the dye and any unpho
lyzed cage molecules favors the cage~see Fig. 2!.
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phore would have identical diffusion coefficients, althou
this tends not to be that important@20#.! Calcium ion cages
and fluorescent reporters were chosen in this case bec
they fit closely with this ideal model. In reality, though, th
best calcium sensors are characterized by an increase in
rescence upon calcium binding, rather than a decrease, s
real experiment follows product concentrations instead of
more ideal~for theoretical reference! reactant concentrations
Also, all of the bindings are somewhat reversible, so
work with initial and final equilibria rather than the clea
irreversible, theoretical case. DM-Nitrophen™ was chos
for its characteristic combination of stronger binding than
calcium dyes, and a good product of extinction coefficie
and quantum efficiency for uncaging@21–25#. Nitrophenyl
EGTA ~NP-EGTA! was also tried, but it’s weaker bindin
make it less useful for this application, and the controll
conditions in this experiment do not require NP-EGTA’s i
creased specificity for calcium over magnesium, which
vors it for biological applications@22,26–28#. Calcium
Green-1TM ~CG1!, from Molecular Probes, was chosen
the reporter for most experiments. It has bright fluorescen
reasonably strong calcium binding, visible light excitatio
~so that the fluorescence monitoring doesn’t uncage calc
by itself!, and a good ratio of calcium bound to unbound d
fluorescence intensity@29,30#. ~A ratiometric dye would be
more ideal, in principle, so that effects such as photoblea
ing would not affect the results.! Fluo-3 is another calcium
sensitive fluorophore with visible excitation and other simi
properties to CG1, which should make a fine alternati
Calcium Green-2TM was used for some initial tests becau
of its larger fluorescence increase upon calcium binding,
its weaker binding wasn’t as ideal here. Calcium OrangeTM

also worked fine, but has a smaller fluorescence change
binding.

The choice of chemical environment was tailored to
netics work rather than the more standard physiological c
ditions used for chemical sensing and intracellular stud
Almost all published values for binding and kinetic co
stants, and any preprepared calibration buffers, are for c
ditions around neutral pH with an ionic strength arou
100 mM @22,23,29–37#. The parent compounds of thes
chemicals, though, BAPTA@38# for CG1, and EGTA and
EDTA for the calcium cages@39#, exhibit drastic changes in
their binding properties with solution environme
@35,40,41#. Independent tailoring of these binding strengt
is possible to some extent since calcium ion binding
BAPTA has little pH dependence above pH 7, while EGT
still has a strong increase in calcium binding through
basic range. Ionic strength of the buffers, on the other ha
affects BAPTA binding more strongly than EGTA. For th
application, then, it was necessary to raise pH and lo
ionic strength to decrease the dissociation constants of
compounds. In order to test and model the multiple equi
ria, we used the freeware PC buffer calculation programWin-
MaxC.exe, and it’s associated Windows toolSliders.exe.
These programs also allow us to calculate how many pu
it will take to saturate the dye response during experime
~as shown in Fig. 6! when the UV pulse uncages enoug
calcium to equal the amount of unbound dye present in
initial equilibrium.

The nonclassical kinetics theoretical literature shows t
the asymptotic effects which are so interesting, emerge
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E. MONSON AND R. KOPELMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021103 ~2004!
various times depending on the initial reactant density,
that there is a consistent ratio of reactant density at cross
to initial reactant density when these effects begin to app
@42#. Therefore, solution conditions for experiments are o
useful if the resultant binding strengths are high enough
the initial and final reactant densities go well through t
necessary ranges predicted to be required in the literature
noted before, tighter binding, and thus a greater range
densities through which the reaction will proceed, can
achieved by raising pH and lowering ionic strength. On
other hand, straying too far afield from physiological con
tions, under which the body of literature on these chem
characteristics was published, could lead to unexpected
haviors of the chemical elements, e.g., their interactions w
each other and with the sample chambers in these restr
environments.

A Tris-HCl buffer @Fluka Tris~hydroxymethyl!-
aminomethane plus HCl#, with pH 8.5 and ionic strength o
11 mM ~2 mM KCl! was chosen to achieve this balance, a
titrations were conducted to confirm the general effects
changing ionic strength and pH. Quantitative calibration
the dye and cage binding is difficult, though, under the
strong binding conditions since electrodes used to calib
the buffers are not accurate below pKCa of about seven@43#.
Finally, titrations were done under experimental buffer co
ditions to set the initial amount of calcium to add to t
combination of calcium dye and cage for the kinetics stud
This allowed compensation for slight variations in the co
centration of each reactant as supplied and diluted, and
justment for any impurity calcium~since the purity of some
compounds are not known and have been observed to
from batch to batch!. After balancing the equilibria require
ments and considering how much cage would need to
photolyzed vs photobleaching of the dye, reagents were u
at about 48mM cage, 36mM Ca21, and 10mM CG1 in
200 m l sample volumes. Samples were prepared by pipet
dye into the buffer, after which calcium chloride is adde
The dye/buffer solution should not be very fluorescent
itself ~the eye and a flashlight are sufficient for this rou
check!, and a dramatic color change and rise in fluoresce
should be seen upon the addition of calcium. Finally,
cage is added to the solution, at which point the sample c
should shift back to its original~precalcium addition! state.

The flash-lamp source for near-UV pulses has lower
ergy density than the laser~speckled source!, which necessi-
tated different chemical conditions for equal initial reacta
densities. As can be inferred from Fig. 2, if there is n
enough light to uncage sufficient calcium, the other way
release more calcium with each pulse is to have more c
and calcium present initially. At the same binding streng
though, the result would be to fill more of the CG1. As
result, a further modification to the chemical environme
was necessary for the homogenous, flash-lamp initiat
This comprised a higher pH~10.1!, carbonate buffer, which
increased the binding strength of the cage without affec
the dye binding significantly. Under these conditions 54mM
calcium and about 60mM DM-Nitrophen™ could be used
along with the same 10mM CG1 in 200m l sample volumes.
Because the balance of initial unbound calcium level w
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more critical in these experiments, titrations were done
each sample preparation while monitoring fluorescence
els from the CG1 such that the added cage dropped the
rescence down to just under 10% of the maximum~calcium
saturated! level.

The ‘‘data spike’’ artifact mentioned above~see illumina-
tion methods description! force flash-lamp experiments to b
conducted in a higher viscosity, 50% glycerol environmen
slow down the kinetics. This additionally complicated th
small volume sample preparations such that an apparatus
to be created which could vortex the sample while simu
neously allowing CG1 fluorescence readings for the titrati

Another consideration which must be made when us
small diameter capillaries as sample chambers is the p
ence of silica surface charges. As the tube diameter is
duced, the ratio of edge surface to sample volume increa
and attention must be paid to possible consequences of
static charge such as effective pH change@44#. The interface
between the glass and aqueous phases sets up an ele
double layer of negative surface charges and positive ion
the solution. The Debye-Hu¨ckel parameter, used extensive
in electrophoresis and colloid sciences, gives us a measu
the thickness of this layer, or more precisely, the 1/e point of
an approximately exponential decay of the potential, depe
ing mainly on the solution electrolyte concentration@45#. In
aqueous solution at 25 °C, this relationship can be reduce
k53.288AI nm21 whereI is the ionic strength of the solu
tion, and 1/k gives us the double layer thickness in nano
eters. At 10 mM ionic strength~characteristic of our experi
mental environment as described above! the surface charge
should be shielded to about 2% by (3/k);10 nm. Thus, we
would not expect these surface charges to have a large e
on our results since this depth is about 0.01% of the capill
diameter in most cases.

Other properties of the chemical system had to be ta
into account, and/or compensated for, within this series
experiments. Although CG1 is a visible excitation fluore
cent dye, this whole family of dyes has significant abs
bance in the near UV as well. So, photobleaching of the
with the UV uncaging pulse became an issue, besides
photobleaching due to the continuous visible excitation lig
from the mercury lamp. Efforts can be made to compens
for this photobleaching in the analysis stage, although
variety of UV pulse energies used, as well as the differen
in bleaching efficiencies for bound and unbound dye m
ecules make this difficult. But, it was found that in additio
to these expected effects, there was some sort of ‘‘revers
photobleaching’’ with each pulse@46,47#, happening on a
similar time scale to the reaction progress itself. Avoidan
of this effect is sometimes possible with the same remed
used for the photobleaching itself. The histology literature
filled with studies of various antifade agents used to coun
act dye photobleaching@48–51#. Many of these were evalu
ated for our specific application, including iodide ion
1,4diazobicyclo~2,2,2!octane ~DABCO!, glycerol, n-propyl
gallate ~NPG!, and p-phenylene diamine~PPD!. Although
much work has been done in various labs to find a suita
substitute for PPD since it is a skin sensitizer, we found
same thing as many others have that it was the best ch
3-6
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NONCLASSICAL KINETICS OF AN ELEMENTARY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021103 ~2004!
available for this application. PPD was dissolved at 1 mg
in the buffer solution, or at 2 mg/ml if using 50% glycer
along with the buffer.~This increase in PPD levels for th
glycerol case was found to be necessary to reach the s
beneficial effects as in plain buffer. This agrees with the id
that PPD might act through some sort of diffusion-media
collision with the excited dye.! Care must be taken sinc
PPD is a skin sensitizing agent, and oxidizes rapidly in lig
and heat, turning dark brown.

Studies of the dye alone in buffer under the UV pu
illumination revealed a 50–100ms rise in fluorescence of th
dye after each UV laser pulse accompanying the p
tobleaching. Figure 7 shows some characteristic result
various solution conditions with buffer additives common
used for the reduction of photobleaching. Results are roug
normalized by PMT high-voltage adjustment since almost
antifade agents change the steady-state fluorescence lev
is clear from this plot that the PPD was the most effective
eliminating the reversible photobleaching and works well
reducing the pulsed photobleaching, while it also minimiz
the steady-state destruction which occurs under the con
mercury lamp monitor illumination~data not shown!. It is
not clear why PPD was the only compound which prov
effective against the reversible photobleaching, or w
mechanisms are involved.

D. Data logarithmic smoothing

Voltage~intensity! data recorded by the oscilloscope ne
essarily has a linear spacing in time. In contrast, many of
anomalous kinetic behaviors of theA1B→0 system scale in
time in an algebraic manner. This discrepancy between
quisition and analysis scales leads to unnecessary deta
long times, while loss of detail on short-time scales could
ruinous. Therefore, we implemented the same data smo

FIG. 7. ~Color online! Typical multipulse, reversible pho
tobleaching results showing the effect of various antifade agent
Calcium Green-2TM in Tris-HCl buffer. Initial ~negative time! fluo-
rescence levels are somewhat normalized using the PMT var
high voltage supply. Agents modify the steady-state photobleac
~Hg lamp!, the UV pulsed photobleaching, as well as the revers
photobleaching;P-phenylene diamine is the only effective additiv
for elimination of the reversible behavior.
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ing routine as in Lin@52# which averages intensity reading
over a larger and larger window as time progresses.
algebraic increase in bin size results in evenly spaced
points on a logarithmic time axis—retaining the detail
short times while averaging over extraneous detail at lo
times. This method does not ‘‘throw out’’ any data, but st
reduces considerably the number of data points to view
increases the statistical significance of later points. The or
nal linearly spaced data points are always retained in c
changes in analysis are later required.

E. Fluorescence Relationships

Reaction progress is followed experimentally by monito
ing the increase in fluorescence of the calcium sensitive d
This signal, though, may not be the desired quantity in t
respects: It includes a fluorescence contribution from b
the unbound dye and any background signal present, and
main portion of the signal reflects product production rath
than the more commonly referred to quantity of reactant d
sity. We can explicitly state the definitions we have work
with so far in relating the experimental system to the mo
A1B→C reaction:

A[@dye# f , the concentration of unbound (f denotes free!
dye in the solution,

B[@Ca21# f , the concentration of unbound calcium ion
and

C[@dye#:@Ca21#, the amount of the dye with calcium
complex present.

Additionally, we defineD as@dye# total , andb is theback-
ground fluorescence intensity. The fluorescence of the boun
and unbound forms of the dye each have an associated q
tum efficiency, which will depend on the specific experime
tal conditions. We can denote these quantities as multipl
tive constants, such thata is the bound dye fluorescence
efficiency andb denotesunbound dye fluorescence effi-
ciency, then the maximum possible fluorescence signal i

Fmax5aD1b5a@A~ t !1C~ t !#1b

~independent of time! and the signal measured in time is

F~ t !5aC~ t !1bA~ t !1b.

So, with these relations, a quantity proportional to the re
tant density can be calculated from the experimentally m
sured fluorescence with the relation

Fmax2F~ t !5a@A~ t !1C~ t !#1b2@aC~ t !1bA~ t !1b#

5~a2b!A~ t !.

And, similarly, the initialA concentrationA0 can be obtained
from the quantity (Fmax2F0).

It is important to note that while these quantities are i
portant for comparisons with theoretical results, the meas
ment of Fmax is problematic in many ways, and introduce
significant error. This error becomes troublesome in some
the time regions of interest since we are often looking
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E. MONSON AND R. KOPELMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021103 ~2004!
asymptotic behaviors whereF andFmax will not necessarily
differ considerably. Variations in optical alignment of th
sample, in local concentrations within the capillaries, and
sample state over time in the sample chamber make it
essary to measureFmax in the same spot that the reading
F(t) is taken. But, photobleaching by the uncaging light a
diffusion of all components from outside the illuminated a
monitored regions make it difficult to take an accurate re
ing of this quantity. Because of this, comparisons are of
made to simulation results in the form of product~C! pro-
duction vs time, rather than in the more standard reactant~A!
density, or reaction progress (1/rA21/rA0).

III. RESULTS

Typical uncaging behavior can be seen with a multipu
measurement, as was seen above in Fig. 6. All of th
curves have features in common which help evaluate
effects and effectiveness of the uncaging process. Acqu
tion is triggered with the first UV pulse, so negative tim
represents the resting fluorescence level—a combinatio
background, unbound dye fluorescence, and prepulse e
librium, bound-dye fluorescence. The laser clock rate is se
5 Hz to give adequate relaxation time for behavior viewin
Early pulses give a rise in fluorescence as calcium is
caged. At the lower powers this rise is followed by a drop
fluorescence due to calcium leaving the dye and rebind
with unphotolyzed cage molecules~as explained in Fig. 2!.
~Stronger binding of calcium to the cage over the dye hind
long-time measurements in this way, but it must be reme
bered that this is also what allows the experiments to
carried out at all, since we require most of the calcium to
initially bound to cage rather than dye.! Eventually, enough
pulses have been delivered that the amount of uncaged
cium is sufficient to saturate the dye binding, and no m
intensity increases are seen with each pulse. After this s
ration point, at all but the lowest powers, the effects of U
pulse photobleaching can be seen as time goes on.

Figure 8~left! shows a typical image of the speckles us
to initiate the spatially correlated reactions. The radial av

FIG. 8. ~Color online! Left: Experimental image showing th
UV intensity distribution on a section of the delivery fiber fa
~image shows a 65365 mm region!. This type of pattern is charac
teristic of laser speckle.Right: Radial average of the speckle imag
two-dimensional Fourier power spectrum. The triangular shap
expected for imaged laser speckle, and shows an;1.4 mm speckle
size.~The DC peak extends above the presentedy axis.!
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age of a two-dimensional Fourier power spectrum~using
Matlab! shows the general triangular shape characteristic
imaged speckle patterns@15,53# as shown in Fig. 8~right!.
The high spatial frequency tail of the spectrum falls off
zero at a value corresponding to about 1.4mm on the fiber
surface. This value represents the average speckle size
has about the expected order of magnitude since the spec
light hasn’t propagated far enough in free space to all
much expansion of the apparent speckle size. It is a bit
ficult in this case to go any further with expectations abo
the speckle characteristics since they are actually formed
nontrivial way when the inhomogeneous beam profile is
cused into and travels through the 2 m of multimode fiber.
The overall spatial distribution seems quite similar, thou
to the simple models of laser speckle generation@19#.

Figure 9 shows two typical series of fluorescence~related
to reaction product concentration! vs time measurement
with three UV pulse powers~each! used for uncaging. The
logarithmic x axis helps in viewing the changing behavi
over many decades of time. Circular symbols are for d
from flash-lamp initiated experiments, while squares are
speckled, laser initiated runs.~Flash-lamp results have bee
shifted ~to the left by division! in time by a factor of 63 to
compensate for the fact that these experiments were
formed in 50% glycerol, and to allow more direct compa
son with speckled results in standard viscosity aque
buffer.! Each set of data includes three curves, each a
different UV pulse energy. The middle curve of each se
the approximately equal initialA andB concentration situa-
tion ~as judged by the multipulse uncaging experiments
scribed in theMethodssection!. At early times, the data
shows the artifact from the near-UV pulse, ending at ab
20 ms for the laser results and at about 100ms for the flash-

is
FIG. 9. ~Color online! Product fluorescence vs time at variou

UV uncaging powers for CG1, DM-Nitrophen™, and Ca21. Circles
indicate flash-lamp initiated reactions and square symbols indi
laser-initiated~speckled! results; UV pulse artifacts mask the fa
that all flash-lamp curves begin at about 0.05 V and all laser cur
start at around 0.02 V. Flash-lamp results show a monotonic ris
product with time, while the speckled results show a fast initial ri
followed by a very slow interval of product formation, then a su
sequent increase in rate.
3-8
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NONCLASSICAL KINETICS OF AN ELEMENTARY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021103 ~2004!
lamp experiments, masking the fact that the speckled cu
~squares! all start at about 0.02 V and the flash-lamp curv
all begin at about 0.05 V. All of the curves then rise in som
way as product is formed over time. A decrease in all
curves can be seen at later times due to the fact that calc
binding to any unbound, unphotolyzed cage molecules is
vored over binding to the dye.~SeeIntroduction, Fig. 2 stage
~f!, andResultsdescription of Fig. 6.!

The flash-lamp curves all show a simple structure, wit
monotonic rise in product over time. As would be expect
higher UV pulse energies lead to faster product formati
due to the correspondingly higher initialB concentrations.
~Higher product formation rates are indicated by stee
slopes of the product density vs time curves.!

The product formation fluorescence in the speckled c
is not as straightforward, showing a variety of structu
~most clearly seen in the middle curve, but present in
three! with an early fast rate of product formation, followe
by a slowing of the product formation rate, then by anoth
rise in that rate.~Again, we will refer to the change in reac
tant or product density in time as an indicator of the ove
reaction rate.!

In an effort to explore the robustness of the kinetic fe
tures observed, Fig. 10 shows the effects of running
laser-initiated experiments in a 50% wt:wt glycerol:buff
solution along with a comparison to the plain buffer soluti
reactions. The fluorescence levels have been normalized
ing the high-voltage control on the PMT detector, since
fluorescence response range, bound to unbound, of the
decreases by about 30% in this higher viscosity medium w
23 PPD~for reversible photobleaching removal—see Me
ods section!. UV pulse powers were varied by about a fact
of 3 ~N.D. 0.5! between curves for each set. Here we s
practically identical behaviors under the two conditions, w
one set delayed in time by a factor close to the calcula

FIG. 10. ~Color online! Comparison of calcium-dye complex
ation reaction in 50% wt:wt buffer-glycerol solution~open symbols!
along with reaction results in buffer without glycerol~closed sym-
bols!. UV pulse energy varies by about a factor of three~ND 0.5!
between curves in each set. A delay in the reaction features ca
seen, proportional to the calculated viscosity ratio of 6, showing
effects and importance of diffusion in the kinetic features.
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viscosity ratio of 6. This verifies the contribution of the di
fusion limitation to the reaction rate regimes.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results obtained show reaction rates which differ s
nificantly over time, for the same elementary, binary,A1B
→C reaction, but under quite different initial reactant dist
butions. TheA reactant was always randomly distribute
through premixing of chemicals, but theB reactant was dis-
tributed according to the intensity distribution through t
sample chamber of a near-UV pulse of light. When reactio
were initiated by a pulse from an incoherent light sour
forcing an apparently initially randomB distribution, the
product formation over time looked qualitatively similar
the classical case, with monotonically increasing product
til the limitations of the experimental chemical system we
reached. The laser-initiated reactions, on the other hand, g
the B distribution an apparently speckled initial distributio
and the reaction product formation went through three id
tifiable regimes, with an initially fast period of product fo
mation, followed by an extremely slow region, then followe
by another fast regime. We will look at these results qua
tatively with rates of reaction progress, as well as comp
sons to Monte Carlo simulations to test whether speckles
indeed sufficient to cause these anomalous reaction rate
gimes.

If we return to the experimental fluorescence intensity
time information, including now the measurements of t
maximum fluorescence intensity for a given set of data,
get plots such as in Fig. 11. This is a plot of experimen
reaction progress vs time on a log10-log10 scale using the
same data as in Fig. 9~again, circles are flash-lamp initiate

be
e

FIG. 11. ~Color online! Reaction progress vs time calculate
from experimental data shown in Fig. 9 taken at three different
pulse energies~low to high going from bottom to top!. Again, cir-
cular symbols indicate flash-lamp initiated reactions~homogeneous
illumination! and square symbols denote laser-initiated reacti
~speckled!. The straight lines have a power law slope of 0.75, wh
is equal to the three-dimensional Zeldovich asymptotic rate for
A1B→0, equal density annihilation reaction.
3-9
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E. MONSON AND R. KOPELMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021103 ~2004!
reactions and squares are speckled, laser initiated!. As de-
scribed in Methods section, the fluorescence intensity is s
tracted from the maximum possible intensity for that expe
ment in order to obtain values proportional to the react
density. Then, the reaction progress is calculated by subt
ing the inverse of the calculated initial density from the
verse of this time-dependent reactant density. The error
seen in the figure are dominated by the uncertainty in
determinations ofFmax andFmin . The Zeldovich asymptotic
behavior of the reaction progress (1/rA21/rA0) for the A
1B→0 reaction goes astd/4, and the solid, straight lines in
the plot indicate the three dimensional, power law slope
0.75, for comparison to the data. Even though this result
not been seen before experimentally, it is not too surpris
that the initially random case~flash lamp! has a slope nea
the asymptotic Zeldovich behavior. The speckled case, on
other hand, is additionally interesting in that after the slo
mid-time regime, the curve appears to also follow the Z
dovich rate for a while during the later time regime! Th
behavior is only observed over about one decade of ti
though, so we need to understand more about the reac
occurring after this type of initial reactant distribution to s
whether this result is important, or merely a coincidence. I
essential to recall, though, that in the ‘‘classical’’ case, no
of these reactions would show these slow rates (1/r should
go ast21), and none of them should show any depende
on initial reactantdistribution.

The excellent agreement between the experimental
and the Zeldovich rates during some part of the kinetics
encouraging, but this does not explain the very slow kine
regime during the mid time of the laser-initiated reactions.
fact, this slow period is even less active ((1/r);t0.18) than
the one-dimensional Zeldovich case for initially random
actants ((1/r)}t0.25). Further, it is the existence of this ex
ceedingly slow regime, delaying the onset of the random
behavior and in contrast to the flash-lamp initiated kineti
which indicates most strongly that we are observing nonc
sical kinetics.

In order to test whether a speckled initialB distribution
was sufficient to lead to this sort of fast-slow-fast rate beh
ior, we conducted Monte Carlo simulations of anA1B→0
reaction~as described in Refs.@10,9#, and in more detail in
an upcoming publication!. Since we observed that the las
light was speckled, but didn’t have access to any details
the exact three-dimensional light distribution inside the c
illary, a three-dimensional simulation was not easily feasib
Instead we used the simplest cases, with two-dimensio
random and speckledB distributions, as a crude test to see
the spatial fluctuations present in the speckle pattern wo
be sufficient to produce the qualitative features we obser
in the experiments. The Monte Carlo approach~as opposed
to a solution of reaction-diffusion equations! is the most
straightforward for imposing the speckled initialB distribu-
tion. Furthermore, sinced54 is the crossover dimension fo
A1B→0 into classical behavior@3,4#, the three-dimensiona
Zeldovich slopes would bed/4 and the qualitative behavior
would be the same in one and two dimensions~2D! ~both of
which we simulated, but only show the two-dimensional
sults here!. Therefore, performing the full three-dimension
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simulation would not reveal any new insights into the roo
of the kinetic regimes, while adding computational restr
tions. Fig. 12 shows simulation results for both initially ra
dom B distributions~circles!, as well as the contrasting ini
tially speckled case~shown in square symbols!. Already it is
qualitatively obvious that these two cases give very differ
results, and that the speckledB reaction exhibits the charac
teristic fast-slow-fast product formation regimes as in t
experiments. In these simulations, competition of the c
cium for unbound cage molecules is not included~although
simulations were conducted, but are not shown here for s
plicity!, but a difference between the random and speck
cases can also be seen from the time at which the reac
approach their apparent saturation point. Just as in the
periments, one must wait much longer for the speckled re
tions to ‘‘end,’’ due to the delay from the intervening slo
regime. One difference between the experimental and si
lation results is an apparent discrepancy between the rela
initial populations between the three runs of each set. T
was not explored further, but it is obvious that while we ha
confidence that our experimental runs included the equal
tial A andB density points, the higher and lower initial popu
lations were not exactly proportional to either the optic
density of the filters before the coupler in the laser case, o
the high-voltage supply setting in the flash-lamp expe
ments. Despite this, the agreement between simulation
experiment is remarkable.

In order to view the simulation data more quantitative
Fig. 13 shows the reaction progress for the same Mo
Carlo simulation results as shown in Fig. 12. Again, t
circles are for initially randomB distributions, and square
show initially speckledB reactions. Solid lines show th
slope for the asymptotic Zeldovich rate behavior in 2D
t1/2. As can be seen in the plot, the initially random, initial
equalA andB density reaction asymptotically approaches t
Zeldovich rate, and so does the initially speckled case. A

FIG. 12. ~Color online! Simulated product formation for both
initially random ~circles! and initially speckled~squares! B condi-
tions. For comparison to the experimental conditions, the initiaA
reactant density was held constant and the distribution was spa
random, while theB initial density was varied (0.5rA0 , 1.0rA0, and
1.5rA0).
3-10
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NONCLASSICAL KINETICS OF AN ELEMENTARY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021103 ~2004!
the slow regime, the equal initial density curve follows t
one-half slope line quite well.

It is beyond the scope of the present paper, but furt
spatial analysis of the simulation results has shown that
fast-slow-fast product formation rate behavior is a direct
sult of the spatial scales present in the laser speckle.
power spectrum in Fig. 8 shows that over a certain range
spatial scales, the speckled distribution has additional fl
tuations present over the random case. The results are
easily understood by thinking about the early and late-ti
behavior of the reaction, and the spatial extents over wh
the reactants have traveled. At early times, eachA or B has
only had a chance to diffuse over a short distance, and
these spatial scales the reactant distribution still looks r
dom. At long times, the distribution also looks random,
well, since the triangular power spectrum of the speck
shows us that these extra fluctuations are present over o
finite range of spatial frequency.~This can be seen most ea

FIG. 13. ~Color online! Simulated reaction progress for bo
initially random~circles! and initially speckled~squares! conditions.
ca
t

r-
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ily if a triangular function is plotted using a logarithmicx
axis, in which case the curve will flatten at low spatial fr
quencies as the details of the beginning of the triangle
stretched out.! As a result, the late-time behavior closely fo
lows the Zeldovich rate for initially random reactant dist
butions, since the reaction only ‘‘feels’’ randomness at la
times. During the mid-time regime, though, the presence
extra long wavelength fluctuations due to the speckles sl
the product formation rate, just as in the case of initia
fractal distributions like those studied by Lindenberget al.
@6,7# ~but over a finite extent for the speckles, whereas a r
fractal has extra long wavelength fluctuations over an infin
extent!.

In conclusion, we have successfully demonstrated
model experimental system for the nonclassicalA1B→C
reaction along with the effects of the initial reactant distrib
tion. Our results also seem to show an experimental exh
tion of the Zeldovich nonclassical rate behavior. Althou
more work would be necessary to measure the exactreaction
progressslope over a longer period of time, contrasts b
tween reactions initiated with homogenous illumination vs
speckled laser source show dramatically different kinetics
a result of the strong dependence of the reaction behavio
its memory of the~speckled! initial conditions. These ex-
treme qualitative differences would never appear in the c
sical case. These experiments demonstrate that the bod
diffusion-limited, modern reaction kinetics results needs
be taken seriously, as even in this realistic case of a so
what reversible reaction, the lack of mixing and the init
reactant distribution effects are dramatic.
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